Rotaline
Setting new standards for
quality, value, versatility,
hygiene and safety

2YEAR
PARTS REPLACEMENT

WARRANTY
details on request

Available 750mm, 1000mm, 1250mm
diameter you choose height and speed

Rotaline

Setting new standards for
quality, value, versatility,
hygiene and safety

The Rotaline range of hard wearing rotary
tables, designed for both wet and dry
applications, sets the standard for hygiene
and value within the food industry.
Quality engineered with a robust
20mm thick UHMWPE top, mounted
onto a stainless steel frame, the units
have adjustable feet for ease of
movement and a unique friction drive providing enhanced operator safety.

Cheese and Bacon Slices

Rotaline tables - available in three standard
diameters as well as bespoke sizes - are
designed to withstand aggressive cleaning
regimes. The tops are FDA approved and all
contact surfaces are easily accessed.
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WARRANTY

Because the table top’s rotary action is
powered by a quality motor gearbox with DOL
starter (415v 3-phase) which connects
to Rotaline’s unique friction drive, there
are no breaks in the top’s surface and it
offers an unprecedented level of
personal safety. If anything obstructs its
action, the top will automatically stop.

alignment of slices as
they are presented to
the spiral freezer.

A range of options is also readily available.
Upgrade to inverter speed control in
stainless steel cabinet (240v single phase).
Static plough guides to suit your product.
Other special guides or modifications
catered for.
25mm upstand fixed to edge.
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Solution

Product running in rows of four would be presented
an pleased to discuss other bespoke
Weonto
are also
operated shuttle retract mechanism. The shuttle would
retract and
specifications.
drop each row of finished product onto a modular belt running at
Like all Crown products, the Crown Rotaline
90 degrees directly below. The drop distance was kept
to minimum
comes with a highly competitive price tag,
and the speed of the modular conveyor would be controlled
backed by as
a to
two-years parts replacement
ensure that the row just dropped would clear the shuttle
warrantybefore
from athe
proven manufacturer with a
20
year
track
record
following row is deposited. This produced a single row of product in the industry.
at 45 degrees onto the plastic modular conveyor thus
feeding the
Rotaline is the first choice for leading food
product onto the spiral freezer.
processors thoughout the UK. To find out why,
contact us today for a quote.

Controls

Inverter speed controls were used to ensure correct speed
differentials at the shuttle drop of point contained in a stainless
steel enclosure.
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